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SEPTEMBER 9, 1967
A unique and powerful scientific instrument has now be
come operational. The two-mile accelerator at the Stan
ford Linear Accelerator Center has been in use as a
National Facility for several months. Ten years of effort,
including five years of construction, have resulted in this
newest tool for basic research. This magnificent accom
plishment is the culmination of an admirable working
relationship between the staffs of Stanford University
and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. It is my priv
ilege , on behalf of the University, to convey hearty con
gratulations to both .
J. E. Wallace Sterling

COVER: A page from Russell Va rian's laboratory notebook recording
the in vention of the Rumbatron oscillator at Stanford .

AN INFORMAL HISTORY OF SLAC

Aerial v iew of the SLAC site, which occupies 480 acres
on Stanford land. Electrons are injected into the ac
celerator (top of ph o to) , then accelerated through
10, 000 feet t o the Beam Switch y ard , where large

magnets focus and direct the beam to either of the
two large experimental buildings ( bo ttom of photo).

THE WHAT AND WHY OF SLAC
A National Facility: SLAC, the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, is a large
scientific laboratory built and operated by Stanford University for the purpose of
studying the properties and behavior of matter in its most fundamental forms-a
field of study that has come to be known as "elementary particle physics." This
work is carried out under the sponsorship of the United States Atomic Energy
Commission.
Elementary particle physics is a key part of the fundamental research work of
approximately 40 universities in the United States and is an essential part of their
educational program in basic science. The size of modern high energy accelerators
which are the principal tools for such work precludes construction of more than a
very small number and accordingly, the use of such instruments has to be shared
by many users . Through SLAC, Stanford University has the privilege of operating
one of these instruments serving the National Program in High Energy Physics.
In contrast to such AEC-supported National Laboratories as Argonne (near Chicago)
and Brookhaven (on Long Island), where a broad range of both basic and applied
research is conducted in several different scientific fields , SLAC 's research pro
gram is dedicated solely to progress in elementary particle physics . However, since
the accelerators at SLAC and at the National Laboratories are all intended to serve
the needs of qualified physicists from all parts of the United States, SLAC is known
as a National Facility for particle-physics research. In addition to the physicists
from oth er places who come to SLAC (who are called "Users"), there is an "in
house" group of about 60 experimental and theoretical physicists from SLAC and
from the Stanford Physics Department who are actively engaged in particle-physics
research, and who also collaborate with or assist the visiting physicists.
The SLAC Accelerator: Experiments at SLAC make use of a two-mile-Iong linear
el ectron accelerator, a machine which is the larg est of its kind and which produces
an intense, controlled beam of high-energy electrons. (The energy of a particle is
measured in units of " electron volts ," or " eV." One eV is the energy which a particle
having an electric charge equal to that residing on the electron will gain when it
is accelerated thro ugh an electrical potential difference of one vol!.) The SLAC
machine can accelerate electrons to energies as high as 20 billi on electron volts
(20 BeV) . This high energy has two important consequences. First, it provides very
high precision , or "resolving power," in measuring the structure of the elementary
particles. Second, the energy carried by the electrons is sufficient to create for study
all of the great variety of parti c les or particle-like states (some 200 in all) that hav e
been discovered in nature up to the present time.
SLAC is locat ed on a 480-acre site on Stanford land, about two miles from the main
campus area . The close attention paid to architectural design and landscaping of
the site is consistent with the Stanford campus tradition, and this has resulted in an
attractive and efficient environment for carrying out the laboratory's work . The SLAC
staff now numbers about 1100 persons , which includes te chnicians , engineers,
craftsmen , physicists, clerical and administrative workers- a broad range of skills
and professions. In operation SLAC consumes as much elctrical power as a typical
city of 50 ,000 peo ple. The total cost of building SLAC was $114 million, and an ad
ditional $40 million was spent prior to and during the construction period for devel
opment work and the equipment needed for the research program that began in
late 1966.
The accelerating structure itself is a high-pre Cision copper pipe 4 inches in diam
eter and 10,000 feet long, wh ich is housed in a tunnel under a radiation shield
consisting of 25 feet of earth. Above this tunnel, at ground level, there is a two-mile
long building, the Klystron Gallery, which houses 240 high-frequency powe r tubes
similar to those used in radar sets and in microwave communciations. These
klystron power sources, spaced out at 40-foot intervals along the Gallery, are
programmed to deliver repeated bursts of intense microwave radiation into the
accelerator pip e. The timing is such that electrons injected into one end of the
machine are "carried " along in the pipe on the accelerating crest of the radio waves
for the full two-mile journey. This accelerating process increases the energy of
the electrons to as much as 20 BeV. Since electrons have so littte mass, their

speed increases to very nearly the velocity of light after only a few feet of accelera
tion. This means that the continuing increase in energy achieved over the full
10,000 feet has only a small additional effect on the electron 's velocity, whereas
its mass is increased some 40,000 times.
At the end of the accelerator, the high-energy electron beam enters a branching
array of large bending and focusing magnets called the "beam switchyard," which
is used to direct specified patterns of beam pulses to any of the several widely
separated experimental areas farther downstream . The targei points for the beam
are located within heavily shielded buildings, and the particle events to be studied
are detected and analyzed by such experimental apparatus as spectrometers and
electronic counters, spark chambers, and bubble chambers.

The Need for Accelerators: Man's exploration of the world in which he lives has
proceeded in two directions, toward the astronomically large, and toward the
vanishingly small. Our knowledge has expanded to encompass phenomena which
take place on a scale that is vastly different from the immediate experience of our
A cross-sectional view of
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Main Characteristi cs of the
Two-M ile Linear Electron Accelerator
Beam Energy
. ......... . . ... 20 billion electron volts *
Length of Accelerator Pipe .................... 10,000 feet
Average Beam Current .
. ..... . .... ... 30 microamperes
Average Beam Power .
. . 600 kilowatts
Beam Pulse Length .
........
.1.7 microseconds
Pulses per second .
. ........ 360
Number of Klystrons .
. . . . . . . . ..
. .240
Peak Power per Klystron .
. .24 megawatts
Project Power Demand at Beginning of
Operation
......... SO megawatts
Operating Staff
................. 1100
Site
... Stanford campus-4S0 acres
Construction Cost Estimate ..... .............. $114 million
Estimated Initial Operating Cost.
. ... $20 million/year
Design, Construction , Operation.
Stanford University
Contracting Agency .
. . U.S. Atomic Energy Commission
* Can be increased to 40 Bev by increasing number of klystrons to 960.

senses. Scientists not only study and theorize about the structure of stars, the
motion of our own and other galaxies, the curvature of space, and the possible ways
in which our universe has evolved, but also about matter on a smaller and smaller
scale. From familiar objects to molecules, then down to the atoms of which mole
cules are composed; from the structure of the nuclear atom with its orbiting
electrons down to the nucleus itself, with its own structure of protons and neutrons
and the forces which bind them together. And recently there has even begun to
emerge a picture of the individual proton's structure, complex and apparently
determined by yet other particles. In the search for a truly fundamental under
standing of our world, we are peeling an onion layer by layer, each layer uncovering
in a sense another universe-each unexpected and complicated, and as we under
stand more, each strangely beautiful.
As our understanding of matter has increased with the discovery of ever more subtle
aspects of its structure and behavior, it has been necessary to build larger and
larger scientific instruments to push on with the search. Just as the astronomer
has needed larger optical and radio telescopes to look more deeply into the uni
verse, so the physicist has needed larger accelerators to look more deeply into the
heart of matter. The reason for this is that, in a certain sense, the high-energy
particles produced by accelerators take the place of ordinary light in acting as a
source which illuminates the objects to be studied. To study the structure of the
proton, for example, ordinary light cannot be used because its own wave-structure
is about a billion times too "coarse." For this reason, a different kind of "light" is
needed-high-energy electrons-and the higher the energy that is available, the
more precisely can the proton's structure be observed.
The second need for accelerators arises from the fact that many of the elementary
particles that have been discovered have very brief lives. Many of them change into
other forms within one-billionth of a second or less. The method used to produce
these unstable, shortlived particles for study in the laboratory is to collide an intense
high-energy beam of electrons or protons against a target, and then to observe those
relatively rare events in which some of the energy of collision is converted into the
new particles we wish to study.
The high-energy beams of particles produced by accelerators thus fill the physicist's
two principal technical needs: they act as a source of illumination for observing
matter on its smallest scale; and they also provide the means by which the rich
variety of elementary particles can be created for study in the laboratory. In more
general terms, the justification for building accelerators depends ultimately upon
the purposes and significance of the research for which they are used. This point
was discussed by SLAC's Director, W. K. H. Panofsky, in the following statement
made at a Congressional Hearing in March, 1965:
"The importance of high-energy physics to society transcends the consequences of
the research results, however important they may be. Although space exploration
and studies of our physical environment each are much more expensive than is high
energy physics, still high-energy physics remains a large and growing expense to the
public purse. The imagination of the layman is easier to inspire by the conquest of
space than the most spectacular discoveries in elementary-particle physics. However,
control of our natural environment will depend more on our understanding of the
basic laws of nature than on conventional exploration. I have to admit that we have
been fairly unsuccessful in convincing the layman that studying what we cannot
see will have broader implication on our future than will exploring what we can see.
I The I study of high-energy physics is not a 'remote' pursuit. All other physical sci
ences, and probably all life sciences, must ultimately rest on the findings of elem
entary-particle physics. It would indeed violate all our past experiences in the prog
ress of science if Nature had created a family of phenomena which governs the
behavior of elementary particles without at the same time establishing any links
between these phenomena and the large-scale world which is built from those very
particles.
Therefore to suggest that the study of high-energy physics is 'remote' from the other
sciences and does not lead to 'practical' consequences is tantamount to denying
what we have learned from the past evolution of knowledge."

EARLY ACCELERATOR WORK AT STANFORD
The First Accelerators: The earliest machines accelerated particles by directly
generating a high voltage across two electrodes. The particles had to cross this gap
and therefore acquired an energy in electron volts equal to the applied voltage. This
method is still extensively used for lower energy accelerators requiring good in
ten sity and high precision but real progress towards high energy arose through
sc hemes in which the accelerat ing voltage is used more than once. The first idea
along these lines was a linear accelerator proposal conceived by G. Ising of Sweden
in 1924 and the first practical accelerator based on this idea was built in Germany
by R. Wideroe in 1928. Lawren ce invented the first circular accelerator, the cyclo
tron , in 1929 based on his study of Wide roe's paper. Actual cyclotron models were
built in the subsequent years . By the mid-30 's many cyclotrons had been built ac
c elerating not only protons but also heavier nuclei to energies of several million
electron volts . Ising and Wideroe's linear acc elerator was revived through the work
of Sloan and Lawrence before the war when they built a heavy ion linear accelerator
for mercury nuclei. Thus before the war we see the beginnings of the high energy
accelerator art, utilizing both circular and linear types.

The incentive for this early accelerator work came from recognition of the fact that
beams of high-energy particles were the only means available to physicists to probe
into the structure of the nuclei of atoms. It had been through just such probing that
Lord Rutherford in England, some 20 years earlier, had convincingly demonstrated
that atoms themselves must consist of a very small , dense core, the nucleus, which
was surrounded by a diffuse cloud of electrons. Rutherford's work made use of a
beam of alpha particles-the ionized nuclei of helium atoms-which were obtained
from a naturally radioactive element such as radium. But the use of radioactive
sources as nuclear probes has serious limitations, perhaps the most important being
that the comparatively low energies of the emitted particles limits the precision with
which the details of nuclear structure can be determined. It was therefore necessary
to look for a source that would provide more energetic particles than are available
from radioactive sources , that would be more intense than the naturally occurring
cosmic radiation , and that could be used-unlike cosmic rays-in a controlled
fashion . All of these needs can be met by hig"h-energy particle accelerators.
The Start of Stanford's Work: Although the development of the linear accelerator at
Stanford has been a long - range group effort, its beginning can be traced directly to
the interests of the late Professor W. W. Hansen (1909-1949) in x-ray research and
nuclear physics. Professor Hansen pursued undergraduate and graduate training at
Stanford University, specializing in x-ray research. After a year and a half spent at
MIT and at Michigan, Hansen returned to Stanford in 1934 to begin a program of
research of his own. At that time, at Stanford as well as elsewhere, the interest in
conducting research in nuclear physics had risen to new heights as a result of the
powerful stimulation created by Chadwick's discovery of the neutron in 1932 and
the successful experiments of Cockcroft and Walton in producing nuclear transmu
tations by artificially accelerated particles. These and other earlier researches made
it seem desirable to undertake the development of new high-energy particle ac
celerators that might be capable of accelerating electrons or protons to a few
million volts or more.

In view of the experience at Stanford with x-rays, it seemed natural to Hansen to
try to accelerate electrons , rather than protons or other heavy particles. Hansen's
research soon led to the discovery of the "rumbatron" (now known as a " cavity" ),
an empty copper container which, as Hansen proved , could be made to act as an
excellent radiofrequency resonant circuit, capable of developing extremely high
voltages with th e consumption of only a moderate amount of radiofrequency power.
The work of Hansen in 1936 and 1937 served to test his early theories but work
leading to a practical accelerator was interrupted for two unrelated reasons : the
arrival at Stanford of Russell and Sigurd Varian resulting in the ir subsequent in
vention of the klystron ; and Kerst's development of the betatron at the University of
Illinois. Kerst's methods, so eminently successful , made it appear that Hansen 's
radiofrequency linear accelerator concept could not compete with the simple trans
former action of the betatron as an economical means of accelerating electrons
certainly not without finding then unknown sources of high radio frequency power.

The arrival of the Varian brothers produced a profound change in the research
activities in this field at Stanford. The elder brother, Russell Varian, had been a grad
uate student with Hansen at Stanford and, upon completion of his graduate studies,
he had left Stanford to pursue radio and television research. His younger brother,
Sigurd Varian, was a pilot for Pan-American Airways at that time. In the course of his
daily work, Sigurd Varian had come to recognize the limitations of the existing
navigational aids, and he wished to find, among other things, a method of safe blind
landing. He was also very much aware of the threat posed by the rapidly developing
German Air Force and the possibility of devastating air attacks. At that time there
was no effective way to combat airplane raids if they were carried out in bad weather
or at night.
In looking for answers to these questions, Sigurd Varian discussed them with his
brother, Russell, who quickly realized, from basic physical principles, that the only
effective way to solve both of these problems would be to invent methods of
generation and detection of radio waves in the centimeter region-waves which
could be focused into beams like searchlight beams, and which would not be dis
turbed by atmospheric conditions.
The Varian brothers decided to attack these problems, and they established a pri
vate laboratory in a small village on the California Coast. However, they soon rea
lized that their efforts were not advancing rapidly enough, and they decided to go
to Stanford where they might benefit from the atmosphere of stimulating scientific
discussion, and where they knew that Professor Hansen was already experimenting
with novel microwave devices. Soon arrangements were made to have the Varian
brothers conduct their work in the Stanford Physics Department, without salary, and
with an allocation from the University of $100 for materials and supplies.
The Invention of the Kl ystron: In 1937, after several months of work at Stanford,
Russell Varian had devised 22 different schemes and had recorded these in his
notebook. Each of these had been evaluated by Professor Hansen and found to be
inadequate in one regard or another. At this point Russell Varian finally came upon
the idea of "velocity modulation," which was to prove successful in overcoming the
fundamental problem (the so-called "transit-time" effect) that until that time had
limited the generation of very short wavelength radiation.

When a beam of electrons passes through an excited resonant cavity and is acted
upon by the oscillating radio wave, the electron velocities are altered so that the
beam begins to separate into individual bunches. Varian's idea was to deliver these
bunches of electrons into a second resonant cavity in which their passage would set
up oscillations. The induced oscillations in the second cavity would be of higher
power, because of the electron bunching effect, than the original oscillations in
the first cavity. This increased power, or amplification, was thus provided by the
power of the electron stream itself.
Design of the new invention, called the "klystron," started immediately; using Han
sen's knowledge of rumbatrons, there appeared, in a little over a week, a sketch
which was to become the blueprint for all the klystrons which are now in use. The
construction of the model was made possible by Sigurd Varian's skillfulness, and in
a short time the device was operating and generating microwaves.
This first successful klystron was operated in August of 1937. For the next three
years, the Varian brothers, Hansen, and graduate students J. R. Woodyard and E. L.
Ginzton worked on various aspects of the klystron design to help realize the Var
ians' original plans. The inventors of the klystron concentrated on the application
of klystrons for continuous wave radar, instrument landing, and similar applications;
during these times these tubes were not developed to the point where they might
have been useful for powering high-energy electron accelerators.
British scientists had also begun working on microwave power production, with the
emphasis on short pulses of power spaced in time so that the time between trans
mission and reception of reflected pulses could be measured for range information.
Basing their developments on the early work of Hansen and the Varians, the British

Dr. William Hansen with a section of Stanford's first successful linear electron accelera
tor, the Mark I. Dr. Hansen's interest in developing a source of high-energy electtons
for x-ray research in the mid-1930's was the starting point for Stanford's work in the ac
celerator field.

Ear ly x ·ray pioneer. Prof. David l. Webster. as Head
of the Stanford Physics Department, arranged in
1937 for the Varian brothers to follow radar micro
wave rese arch in the University laboratories.

Prof. Edward l. Ginzton , who guided Stanford linear
accelerator development after H a n sen's death.

were able to build a klystron capable of producing up to 20 ,000 watts of pulsed
microwave power. At the same time, they had also been working on another micro
wave tube , the magnetron, and by early 1941 they had obtained as much as 150,000
watts of peak power from these tubes.
At the end of the war Ginzton became interested in trying to see what level of power
could be obtained from a klystron if voltages and currents were to be raised to un
precedented values. Upon the return of the Stanford group from the war years to
Stanford, Professors Marvin Chodorow and E. L. Ginzton embarked upon the study
of such possibilities . Although the principal aim was to demonstrate the feasibility
and limitations of very high power klystrons , much of the specific work was directed
towards trying to achieve those characteristics that might be required to power
high-energy linear electron accelerators then being investigated by Hansen.
The Post-War Linear Accelerator Picture: At the end of the war, J. R. Woodyard
and Hansen examined the former conclusions regarding the feasibility of linear ac
celerators. They thought that the war-developed magnetron made it practical to
build small linear accelerators with the available magnetrons, and that the G inzton
Chodorow klystrons would, if successful, make practical much larger accelerators.
By 1948 the Office of Naval Research gave Stanford financial assistance for these
studies and by 1949 a klystron was produced which appeared suitable for a very
large linear accelerator.

Other groups, notably at MIT and the University of Virginia , also embarked on elec
tron linear accelerator projects. A successful proton linear accelerator was built
immediately after the war under the direction of Luis Alvarez at the University of
California , Berkeley. This proton accelerator , in addition to becoming an important
phys ics tool in its own right, served as a prototype for all the linear accelerators
now injecting protons into the highest energy circular accelerators.
The Mark I Accelerator: Following these developments, Professor Hansen and his
colleagues were able to demonstrate, during the years 1946-47, both theoretically
and practically, that the acceleration process was feasible , and construction of
various models and prototypes began. In 1947 electrons were accelerated, and even
tually a 12-foot machine, known as the Stanford Mark I, was constructed , which
produced 6-Mev electrons when powered by a single one-megawatt magnetron at a
wave-length of ten centimeters. This work was sponsored by the U. S. Office of
Research and Inventions, and in his status report to that organization at the time,
Hansen submitted the single sentence: " We have accelerated electrons."

The Mark II Accelerator : Beginning in 1948, with support from the Offi ce of Naval
ResearCh , research and development work aimed at a high-power klystron was in
tensified , design work was begun on a 1 BeV (billion electron volt) machine, and
construction was started on a prototype machine. This prototype machine , known as
the Mark II, was intended to be an intermediate step on the way toward the even
tual construction of the 1-BeV machine, and to act as a prototype of one of the
many sections of the larger accelerator. Using the klystrons developed under the
ONR program, which eventually produced peak output powers up to 20 million watts,
the Mark II Accelerator was first successfully operated in 1949 and ac hieved ener
gies up to nearly 40 MeV. This 14-foot machine, modified and rebuilt on various oc
casions, is still working, but is now in use in Sao Paulo , Brazil.
The Mark III Acce lerator: The contract between ONR and Stanford , which called
for work leading to a billion-electron-volt accelerator , went into effect in June 1948.
Linear accelerators can , and usually do, become operative by increments, and the
Mark III was typical in this regard. While it was growing , in 1949 Professor Hansen
died and his responsibilities were assumed by Dr. E. L. Ginzton. The Mark III was
first operated Nove mber 30, 1950, when a length of 30 feet of accelerator was as
sembled and powered by three klystrons. Each klystron provided eight megawatts
of peak microwave power, and an electron beam of 75 MeV was produced. In the
followin g months the accelerator g rew in ten-foot steps to 210 feet in November,
1953. At this length it was eventually operated at 600 MeV.
Professor Robert Hofstadter's electron -scattering program is one of many kinds of
nuclear research that have been carried out in the experimental areas of the Mark
III. A high point for the University, and particularly for those associated with ac
celerator development at Stanford , was the award of the 1961 Nobel Prize in physics
to Professor Hofstadter for "his pioneering studies of electron scattering in atomic
nuclei , and for his thereby achieved discoveries concerning the structure of the
nucleons."
By December 1957 a ninety-foot extension of the Mark III Accelerator was under
construction. This extension was completed by July 1960, and from then on routine
operation at energies of 900 MeV was possible. During the latter half of 1963, the
Mark "' wa s dismantled and new accelerator sections of improved design repla ced
the original Mark III sections. By March , 1964, the Mark III was producing electron
beams of energies up to 1.2 BeV. A continuing research program in elementary
particle physics , using the electron beam, paralleled these accelerator improve
ments.

Sigurd (top ) a nd Rus sell V a ri a n , co 
in v entors of the klystron tube an d
founders o f Varian Associates of Palo
A lt o. Californ ia .

The M a rk III accelerator at Stanford University is s h own here w ithout its customary
co v er of conc rete-blo ck r a diation s hieldin g. The ac c e lerating s tru c ture itse lf consists of
indi v id ual two-foot length s joined together, and ea c h mounted on an adjustabl e support
s tru cture. Mi crowa v e power is fed into the accelerator from the kl ys tr on am plifier s to
the right of the mac hine . The modulators u sed t o provide the i nput power to the klystr o n s
are located in th e l a rge cages.
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f o rd Vice- Preside nt, Pro vost, and
Dean of Engineering. whose leader
ship was a major influence in Stan
ford lin ear accelerator activity .

Stanford Presid ent J, E_ Wallac e
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THE TWO-MILE ACCELERATOR
Early Discussions: The clear success of the Mark III during the early 1950's stimu
lated discussion at Stanford about the next logical step in the field. It was Professor
Hofstadter who first suggested that a machine some 10 or 20 times the size of the
Mark III be considered. Beginning in 1955, Stanford Professors L. Schiff, R. Hofstad
ter, W. K. H. Panofsky, F. Bloch and E. L. Ginzton met together informally several
times to discuss the possibility of a multi-BeV accelerator. Their initial reluctance,
based in part upon the size and prospective cost of such a machine, eventually re
solved itself to a decision that there was sound scientific justification and that "the
Monster" should be investigated further. This decision received the full support of
Stanford's vice-president and provost, Frederick E. Terman, who had earlier given
eminent leadership to Stanford's School of Engineering as its Dean, and whose
encouragement and advice had contributed importantly to Stanford's accelerator
work.
The big venture had meantime become known as "Project M" (the opinion is now
about evenly divided as to whether the M stood for "Monster" or " Multi-Bev"). The
first official Project M Meeting was held in Professor Panofsky 's home on April 10,
1956. In addition to the Stanford faculty members already listed , the group included
K. Mallory, W. Barber, K. Brown, R. Debs, R. Neal , R. Mozley, F. Pindar, S. Son kin,
and J. Jasberg. The minutes of this first meeting state , in part:
" The purpose of this gathering . . . was to discuss plans and form objectives which
will ultimately lead to a proposal for the conslruclion of a multi-BeV linear electron
acce leralor. The parlicipation of Ihe members of Ihis group is enlirely volunlary and
on Iheir own time as Ihere are no funds available to s upporl Ihis program ... Pro
fessor Ginzton has agreed to serve as Director of Ihe proposed accelerator activity
during the design and construction phases, and Professor Panofsky as A ssistan t
Director for at least one year. Professors Schiff and Hofladter would act as consul
lants. The primary objective of the proposed large acce leralor was declared to be
basic physics research. There should be no securily measures except to protect
personnel and property, no classification and freely publishable re su lts; the facili
ties should be available to qualified research visitors .. The following possible ac
celerator characteristics were listed to orient future Ihoughl : Length, two miles;
energy, 15 BeV, expandable to 50 BeV .

The Stanford Proposal : During the following year, detailed analysis of the problems
involved in the design, construction and operation of such an accelerator was
carried out by this group with the assistance of many other people and organiza
tions. These efforts resulted in the publication of a formal proposal advocating the
construction by Stanford of a two-mile accelerator. On April 18, 1957 this proposal
was submitted by President Sterling of Stanford to the U.S . Atomic Energy Com
mission, to the National Science Foundation and to the Department of Defense. It
was eventually agreed, in early 1959. that the AEC would be the cognizant govern
ment agency, and the matter was thereafter pressed by the AEC , principally by its
Division of Research , headed by Dr. John Williams.
The Stanford Proposal had consistent and impressive scientific support from the
very beginning. The first formal endorsement of national significance came in 1958
when a scientific panel convened by the National Science Foundation recommended
that the project be initiated . Later in 1958, a special panel appointed by the General
Advisory Committee of the Atomic Energy Commission and the President's Science
Advisory Committee recommended the project. In 1960 a similar joint panel , after
updating its review of high energy physics, strongly reiterated its support of the
Stanford proposal. Represented on these panels or acting as consultants were many
of the most eminent physical scientists in the nation.
The project was also endorsed by President Eisenhower in 1959 in a nationally
broadcast speech. The President said:
" I am re co mmending that the Congress of the Federal Government finance the co n
struction, as a national facility, of a large, new electron linear accelerator. Physicists
consider the project-which has been sponsored by Stanford University-to be of
vilal importance. Because of the cost, such a project must become a Federal re
s ponsibility."

SLAC Director W . K . H. Panofsky w e lcomes to the Cent e r Senator John
O. Pasto re, who was Vice Chairman of the Joint Committ ee on At omic
Energy at th e time o f SLAG' s authorization.

Up to 1959 Professor E. L. Ginzton had been the project 's Director. However, in
August of that year, he became Chairman of the Board of Varian Associates follow
ing the death of Russell Varian, and he was succeeded as Director of SLAC by Pro
fessor W. K. H. Panofsky , who until then had been SLAC's Deputy Director.
The Political Scene: Hearings were held before the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy of the Congress in July and August, 1959, in April , 1960, and in May, 1961 .
(In January 1961, Glenn T. Seaborg succeeded John A . McCone as Chairman of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission .) Reservations expressed during these hearings
included the real value of high energy physics research, particularly because of its
very high costs; the reliability of the cost estimate for the Stanford project itself;
the possible vulnerability of the project to earthquake damage; and the methods to
be used for organizing and managing the design and construction phases of the
project.

The cost estimates were independently reviewed, twice, by experienced engineering
firms, first by William Brobeck and Associates, and second by John A. Blume and
Company . Both analyses confirmed the essential accuracy of the University's esti
mates, and the Congress was ultimately fully reasurred in this regard. The earth
quake problem also received extensive professional analysis. To avoid earthquake
damage the most significant factors are the absence of active faults on the con
struction site, suitable site geology, and proper engineering-all considerably more
important than simple proximity to the nearby San Andreas earthquake fault. The
geology of the SLAC site is relatively stable seismically and faults are absent ; ex
traordinary attention was paid to the structural design of all SLAC facilities to mini
mize its vulnerability to damage. The measures taken were considered thoroughly
satisfactory by the Joint Committee and the Atomic Energy Commission.
Congress took the first step in funding the Stanford project in 1960 when it author
ized $3,000,000 for further design and engineering studies. Under this contract, an
initial building to house the project staff was planned, and the University acquired
architect-engineer-management services for the project.

"
Dr. John H. Williams, Director of
the AEC's Division of Research dur
ing the 1959 SLAC hearings and
AEC Commissioner during the 1960
hearings.

Dr. Glenn T. Sea borg, Chairman of
the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis·
sion.

Dr. Richard B. Neal.

In May, 1961, the final committee hearings were held. Toward the conclusion of
these hearings, Stanford's President Sterling said to the members of the Joint
Committee:
"In summary, then, may I say that Stanford is prepared to commit its unique ex
perience with accelerators, its energies, and its responsibility to this major effort to
advance fundamental physical research. It is Stanford's hop e that this committee
will recom mend to the Congress that Stanford be given the opportunity and th e re
sponsibility which this project will afford to science and to the nation."

Project Authorizatio n: During the ensuing summer further informal meetings and
exchanges of information took place. Meantime, congressional problems took a
different form. Advocates of another and entirely different project for which AEC
support was being sought reportedly made their support for Stanford 's project
contingent upon support for their proposal. After a brief stalemate, the two projects
were eventually uncoupled , and on September 15, 1961 , the Stanford proposal was
finally authorized. It is interesting, and perhaps ironic, to observe that, owing to the
intricacies of the governmental process and the complexities of the project's pOliti
cal history, there is no specific reference to Stanford anywhere in the record of the
Congressional action which in fact caused the accelerator project to be authorized.
The Construction Phase: While design work on the project continued, there follo wed
six months of negotiation between the AEC and Stanford. A contract was signed in
April, 1962-exactly five years after the project was first formally proposed to the
government. After the 480 acres required for the project had been formally con
tributed for 50 years by the University, ground was broken in July, 1962, and the
big job finally began. By late 1966, almost ten years after it was officially proposed ,
construction of the SLAC accelerator was essentially completed. The principal credit
for completing this huge job on time, and within the allocated budget of $114 mil
lion, goes to Dr. R. B. Neal, one of SLAC 's Associate Directors and the head of its
Technical Division.

Representative Chet Holifield.
Chai rman of the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy during the 89th
Congress confers with SLAC Direc
tor W. K. H. Panofsky as acceler a
tor installation nears completion.

CONSTRUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
The Accelerator Housing: Initially, it had been planned that a tunnel be dug to house
the accelerator itself, but it soon became evident that the cut-and-fill method of
trenching through the hills would be more economical and practical. To undertake
this work, and for assistance with the planning and construction of the site, its
buildings and utilities, Stanford contracted with Aetron-Blume-Atkinson, a joint ven
ture firm made up of Aetron , a division of the Aerojet General Corporation ; John A.
Blume and Associates; and the Guy F. Atkinson Construction Company. The archi
tect for the project was Charles Luckman Associates.
The trench for the accelerator housing was dug to bedrock where possible; where
filling was required , the fill soil was compacted to near maximum density. As the
trench was readied, the concrete housing was poured. For maximum strength, the
concrete was mixed with a special aggregate, a special cement (and with crushed
ice whenever the ambient temperatures were too high), and was then kept under a
continuous fog bath to provide moisture during setting. The result is a monolithic
box of concrete, heavily reinforced with steel, which has no expansion or con
traction joints along its full length.

The Kl ystron Gallery: As the accelerator housing progressed down the two miles,
compacted earth fill was placed over it in layers, and construction of the klystron
gallery began on top of the 25 feet of earth fill. The galle-ry is a steel-framed, sheet
metal building, 13 feet high and 20 feet wide, with side alcoves located periodically
for control and signaling units and for water and power distribution equipment.
Both the upper klystron gallery and the lower accelerator housing are straight , but
not level in the normal sense. The builders took advantage of the natural slope of
the land from mountain-to-valley by making the accelerator 50 feet lower at the target
or output end than it is at the starting point, which provided for natural drainage
and meant that much less earth had to be moved. (One civil engineer on the project
suggested slyly that the SLAC staff might have planned for this downward slope
because , if all else failed, the electrons would at least roll downhill and come out
the far end-"accelerated" by gravity.)

The Beam Switchyard and End Stations: The beam switchyard housing was also a
major construction job. The structure is essentially a double one, with the beam
bending magnets and transport equipment located in the lower portion, shielded
by concrete slabs. The upper part is equipped with traveling cranes and walkways
that allow maintenance personnel to work, sometimes with remote-handling equip
ment, on the components in the lower part of the yard. There is 32 feet of earth
shielding above the roof of the switchyard housing.
The end stations, or target buildings, or experimental areas, as they are also known ,
are massive structures and were built in an excavated bowl on the side of a hill , so
only the roof of the larger structure is visible from off-site. This larger building , End
Station A, ,louses three large magnetic spectrometers that are used for a variety of
physics experiments. Because of the size of these units, one of which is over 150
feet long and weighs 1,700 tons , the building has 25,000 square feet of floor space
and is nearly seven stories tall . Both end stations were constructed as rigid framed
structures , but the lower walls of both are formed of long expanses of moveable
blocks.

The Buildings: The more-or-Iess conventional buildings of the Center are laboratory
and office buildings , and shop and support buildings. The first of these buildings,
the Test Laboratory , where the klystrons and other large electrical components
are built and tested, was completed in June of 1963. The Cryogenics Building, the
last of the Center to be completed, was occupied in May of 1966. During the time
from 1961 until the Center's buildings were ready, SLAC personnel were located
in temporary quarters on the University's central campus.
The physical appearance of the SLAC site was of prime importance in the construc
tion of the project. The buildings were planned so they would not dominate the
landscape, and the great majority of the existing trees on the site were preserved .
Also, construction scars were covered by plantings as soon as the work would
permit, and parking lots and shop buildings have been screened off by dense groups
of shrubs wherever possible.

The accelerator hou sing is shown during con struction as it advanced
along its two-mile path from the footh il l end of the si te toward the
experimental areas .

The compl ete d accelerator structur e is show n in the two-mile lo ng underground hou si ng.
The large lowe r p i pe is both a ri g id suppor t s tructure and the sighting pipe that is used.
w ith a laser and optical target s. to align the accelerating s t ructure (s mall upper pipe) to
w ithin the required straightness tolerance of about 1 / 25th of an inch over the full two
miles . The additional pip ing that is visible is associated with the microwa ve, water
cooling, and vacuum systems of the accelerator.

The early stages of construction of the Klystron Gallery. The Gallery is -located 25 feet
above the accelerator housing. This view show s the injector end of the accelerator. The
alcoves located periodically along the sides of the Gallery contain the equipment needed
for electrical distributi o n, water and vacuum equipment, and control and communica·
tions equipment.

A view of the completed interi or o f the Klystron Gallery. The combination modulator·
power s uppl y units (large boxes) provide pulses of input power to the klystron amplifiers
(striped cylinders), which then del iver intense bursts of microwa ve radiation through a
waveguide system to the accelerator located b elow. The penetrations lo cated every 20
feet along the floor carry down the pip i ng which connects the microwave, water, and
vacu um systems to the accelerator.

The Administration and Engineering building at SLAC. This building
shows the general s ty le o f architecture and landscap ing w hi c h c hara c·
terizes SLAC . It is one o f the larg e r of the dozen main building s on the
SLAC site.

The inside of End Station A at SLAC . This experimental h a ll is seven stories high and
has floor area of 25,000 square feet. The thick concrete wa ll s and movable blocks
provide radiation shielding for the experiments performed inside. This building now
houses three large magnetic spectrometers, which are used in a variety of elementary
parti cle experim e nts .

SOME SIDELIGHTS
During its construction phase, SLAC caught the public eye in several ways that
were quite unrelated to its prospecive role as a national facility for particle-physics
research. Three of the most interesting of these diversionary episodes-a fossil
discovery, an art exhibit, and a heated public controversy about power lines- are
described below.
Paleoparadoxia: During October, 1964, while excavation was in progress in the
experimental area, the earth movers mis-read their marking stakes and cut further
into the hillside than they should have gone. This mistake resulted in the unearth
ing of some strange bones, which the workmen had the good sense not to disturb.
The bones turned out to be the 15-million-year old remains of a creature distantly
related to both the present hippopotamus and the sea cow. This creature is now
called "Paleoparadoxia." Before this discovery, only the teeth of this "heavily-built,
quadruped, amphibious mammal," had been found in North America, and only one
other skeleton of the type had ever been found before-in Japan in 1961. The bones
found at SLAC were sufficiently well -preserved so that a credible story of how the
creature had died could be pieced together: Having apparently jumped or fallen
from a cliff into what was then water, its hind legs broken in the fall, the animal was
unable to escape from attacking sharks (some of whose teeth were also found with
Paleoparadoxia's bones). Thus the first scientific discovery that emerged from
SLAC's activities was in the field of paleontology!

Design for Nuclear Resea rch: " For every man who finds beauty in the museum,
there must be ten who find it in the garage." " Machines have an aesthetic charac
ter of their own which does not need the sanction of traditional art." These two state
ments by Professor Lorenz Eitner, the Executive Head of Stanford's Department of
Art and Architecture , help to explain another of the unusual events that occurred
during the construction of SLAC. In February , 1966, Professor Eitner's Department
and SLAC collaborated in sponsoring an exhibition of components from SLAC at the
Stanford Museum, called " Design for Nuclear Research. "
The display was viewed by an estimated 15,000 people during its two-month run. As
Dr. Eitner stated in the pamphlet published for the event, no attempt was being made
to explain the workings of the huge accelerator nor to claim for the exhibited com
ponents the status of art. Yet many of the viewers were impressed with the fact
that the design work performed by the engineer resembled that of the artist and the
architect in the simplicity and economy with which function was expressed.

SLAC's first "discovery" resulted from an accidental unearthing of the remains of a
15 million·year·old a nimal called Paleoparadoxia. The model shown here is an attempt
to reconstruct the 8-foot-long animal's appearance from the remains that were found.

The Power Line Controversy: The question of power lines for SLAC lasted a long
time, gave rise to extremely heated public debate, and was ultimately resolved only
by a combination of special Congressional legislation and a commitment to the
local communities by President Johnson. The problem arose initially because the
community of Woodside refused a permit to the Pacific Gas and Electric Co. to bring
overhead power lines , even on special tubular steel poles, to SLAC through the
Woodside township . Woodside insisted that the lines be placed underground. The
AEC's view was that the additional cost of $2 to $4 million of putting the high-voltage
transmission line underground was prohibitively high. In addition , the extra time
that would be required to design and build an underground 220,000-volt transmis
sion line would have significantly delayed the start of research operations at SLAC.
In view of its huge investment in SLAC, the AEC then proceeded , assisted by a spe
cial act of Congress , to condemn the land involved and to contract directly for the
design and construction of the power line. In an effort to minimize the clearing of
trees and shrubs and to soften the general impact on the landscape, the AEC adop
ted the design to mount the power line on simple tubular steel poles rather than on
the steel-grillwork towers that were originally planned. Both poles and wire were
installed by helicopter.
Before this time, President Johnson had asked Laurence Rockefeller to review
and advise him on the matter. Subsequently, on Mr. Rockefeller's recommendation,
President Johnson in 1965 told the local groups which had contested the AEC's
action that:
.. The AEC should agree to replace the overhead tr ansmission line with an under
ground line some time between 5 and 7 years-assuming that the local area has
made reasonable progress in its own efforts to underground th e pow er lin es in the
community ... " The present power line is an outstanding engin ee ring achievement.

The line can deliver as much as 300 million watts of power at 220,000 volts, yet it is
supported at most pOints by only a single green stanchion. Because of the use of the
helicopter, no clearing beneath the line was required, and careful routing resulted
in the cutting of very little greenery.

One of the tubular steel poles used
in constructing the special power
line to SLAC is shown here being
lowered into position from a heli
copter.

Representatives Craig Hosmer,
member of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy and the late J
Arthur Younger a rrive a t SLAC to
inspect construction and investi·
gate the power Ime question.

AN END AND A BEG INNING
Performance of the Accelerator: Because the accelerator is linear, it was possible
to send a beam through sections of it before operating it for its full length. In January
of 1965, for example, the first 600 feet of the machine were tested, and in April of
1966 an electron beam was accelerated to the two-thirds point (6600 feet) of the
machine. Finally, at 6:31 in the morning of May 21,1966, the beam traveled the full
two miles through the accelerator to the beam-switchyard area. Its measured energy
at that time was 10 BeV, and within two weeks this had been increased to 18.4 BeV.
About six months of shake-down time and beam tune-up followed, and in late No
vember of 1966 the formal experimental research program began . By January of
1967, the beam had been brought to an energy of 20.16 BeV, thus achieving the
energy level predicted from the design calculations.
With only a single exception, operation of the two-mile accelerator has equalled
or surpassed the many performance goals that had been established for it during
the design phase. The exception was the maximum beam intensity (number of elec
trons per second) that can be achieved, which was originally found to be limited to
about 50% of design value by a deflection phenomenon known as "beam breakup."
Analysis indicated that certain corrective measures could be taken to remedy this
situation. These measures have in fact been applied, with the result that the actual
beam intensity is now very close to the value originally specified.

The Early Re search Program: During the first 9 months of research operations ,
SLAC received a total of 26 proposals for particle-physics experiments . About half
of these proposals were submitted by physics groups based at Stanford (including
SLAC) , while the other half were submitted either by User groups from other insti
tutions, or by collaborative groups consisting of both Stanford physicists and Users.
The outside institutions represented were Cornell, Harvard, MIT, Pennsylvania,
Northeastern, Cal Tech, University of Washington, and both the Berkeley and River
side campuses of the University of California. A total of 27 physicists from these
institutions were included in the proposals.
As of August , 1967, the first five experiments have been completed at SLAC, and the
machine is being run quite steadily to provide high-energy beams for any of the six
other experiments that are now set up in the End Station area. Use of the accelerator
has been scheduled ahead for a number of months, with some blocs of running time
left open to permit changes or to accommodate any exceptionally promising experi
mental ideas.
Although it is still too early to assess the results of SLAC's initial research in a gen
eral way, the two-mile machine has already shown itself to be a dependable and
versatile instrument. Thus SLAC is now engaged in a productive and imaginative
program of research that will help carry forward our quest for an understanding of
the ultimate nature of the world in which we live.

This sequence o f ph o tos re co rds the rea c ti o ns o f Drs.
Pa nofsky , Sa n d s , Neal, L o ew, and others o n the
ev ening th a t the beam from the SLAC a cc elerato r
first tr aveled th ro ugh the full two mil es of the rn a·
c hine. ( In the last photo . the a rti s t has ta ken the
liberty of restoring so me of the h a ir that w as pulle d
out during SLA C 's con struction .)
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